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CHANGING THE GAME THROUGH
GREAT LEADERSHIP

CHANGING THE GAME
It’s generally understood that the only constant in the world is
change. This is as evident in Education as it is anywhere.
With our children at the heart of education, we need to embrace
change to deliver the best outcomes for them.
To change the game needs us all to believe in and work towards a
better future. To work together as a team remembering that it’s “We,
Not Me” that makes all the difference. And that ethics and living our
shared values is the glue that enables us to work together.
Leadership is not a title. It’s a state of mind and we need to be
empowering our leaders at all levels.
To all our children's futures
Caspar
PS One thing I didn’t cover from the stage today. How have our
children (and us) adjusted back to normal life again. The answer is
easily and they now show great confidence and a natural love of
learning and curiosity.

8 LEARNINGS FROM THIS SPEECH
1. WHERE ARE WE GOING?

5. BUILD PEOPLE

Once you get really clear on the shared goal and why it matters to you,
this creates energy and focus that you can bring to your team. For our
family, this one decision changed everything in our world.

A happy team is a fast team. Build on your team’s strengths, get each person
in roles where they thrive and recruit for the gaps that are left over. Each person
has a unique set of talents and we all thrive in different ways. We applied this to
both business, home schooling and sailing and created teams that thrived in all
situations. Ask each of your team what’s their story and what do they love doing.
Celebrate diversity and the different contribution each person brings.

2. CREATE THE CULTURE OF “WE, NOT ME”
The realisation that to achieve any big goal, it is impossible to do so on
your own.“If you want to go fast, go alone, if you want to go far, go together.”
This is where you now create a strong emotional connection between your
personal goals and the mission of your firm and get your teams energised
and focused on shared goals.

3. PLAN, PLAN, PLAN
Thorough preparation, managing the risks and relentless action were key to
our family journey to create the wealth and prepare our family team to sail
around the world. Your journey will be no different. You will inevitably meet
headwinds on the way: remember the mantra, that if there is something you
truly want, you’ll either find a way or you’ll find an excuse.

4. DON’T WAIT FOR PERFECT
Focus on the few big things that make all the difference. Get those in place
and then get underway and trust yourself and your team to figure out the
rest of the answers as you get underway. If we’d waited for everything to
be perfect, we’d never have set sail.

6. LIVE YOUR VALUES
Values aren’t just for when times are easy. Values are for when times are tough.
Values define your behaviours. Behaviours define your actions and actions
define your outcomes. Create a regular conversation around it and reward
people for living your values. Ingraining values is what saved our lives in the
Pacific Ocean and the key element that transformed our businesses. Remember
the formula E + R = O. It’s all about your reaction to whatever situation arises.

7. GET RESOURCEFUL
It’s not the resources you have, it’s how resourceful you are. A school is like a
boat at sea. You’ve got what you’ve got and you need to figure out a way to use
the resources you have. We had rigging failure in the Indian Ocean. We worked
as a team to figure out the answer. How do you react as a team to adversity?
Get resourceful and work together to solve whatever challenges arise.

8. CELEBRATE
Small victories lead to big victories. Create the winning feelings and habits
with your teams by celebrating together with your team. Make it fun, make it
enjoyable and reward yourselves. Winning is a habit.

WHAT YOU SAID…

CONTINUE THE CONVERSATION…
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